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From the editor...
David Taylor
ell. What a difference a few
months makes? Last century, or
February if you prefer, I
introduced OF with talk of floods and
and other winter weather
phenomena. Now - you may have
noticed - the world has changed
beyond recognition. As I write this,
after two and a bit months of
lockdown, things are apparently
starting to return to a New Normal™.
But what will this mean? Please do
get in touch with what the
coronavirus outbreak has meant to
you, how it has affected your work,
and what long term effects - both
negative and positive - you think the
crisis will have both for you and the
world in general. There will be a
special report in the next issue.

Best viewed in
Two-Page View

W

Do you have an idea for a book and want to get it right at
every step? Jacquetta Megarry has been making notes just
for you...
Terry Marsh finds a silver lining
This issue, OF welcomes Kevin Sene to the OWPG
Roly Smith reviews the latest books by members, including
The England Coast Path and John Phillips: Yorkshire’s traveller
through time
Paddy Dillon is the man to take on the challenge...

Website Insights
The Guild’s elegant new website offers useful guidance for
outdoor writers in these challenging times. David Foster
takes you on a tour
Tony Howard faces several challenges in Jordan...
This month, Kev Reynolds discovers that appearances can
be deceptive
John Cleare looks back on the life of a legendary climber

Moon Phases / Summer 2020
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JUN

15
JUN

Full
5 June

Third Quarter
13 June

New
21 June

First Quarter
28 June

Full
5 July

Third Quarter
13 July

New
20 July

First Quarter
27 June

Full
3 August

Third Quarter
11 August

New
19 August

First Quarter
25 August

Sunrise time 04.48
Sunrise direction 51°
Sunset time 21.08
Sunset direction 309°

Sunrise time 04.42
Sunrise direction 49°
Sunset time 21.19
Sunset direction 311°
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JUL

15
JUL

Sunrise time 04.47
Sunrise direction 50°
Sunset time 21.20
Sunset direction 310°

Sunrise time 05.01
Sunrise direction 53°
Sunset time 21.10
Sunset direction 307°

1

AUG

15
AUG

5

6

8

12

Sunrise time 05.24
Sunrise direction 59°
Sunset time 20.47
Sunset direction 301°

Sunrise time 05.46
Sunrise direction 66°
Sunset time 20.22
Sunset direction 294°

Cover star
Paddy Dillon
Looking from Lac du Capitellu towards a particularly
rocky stage

If you’d like to contribute to the next
edition of Outdoor Focus please send an
email with your article idea to me at
davidtphoto@gmail.com. The deadline
for copy is the 15 August 2020.

www.paddydillon.co.uk

The Outdoor Writers and Photographers Guild is the only UK-based association of media
professionals working largely or entirely on outdoor subjects. Our members cover every field of
activity and all corners of the globe. They include writers, journalists, film makers, photographers,
publishers and editors, all with a passionate interest in the outdoors. For more information visit
www.owpg.org.uk.
All images and text copyright the authors. Unauthorized use and/or duplication of this material
without express and written permission is strictly prohibited.
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Ten mistakes made by inexperienced authors
Jacquetta Megarry has been making notes just for you...
Do you have an idea for a book? Before you pitch it to a publisher, here are ten mistakes to avoid. Every publisher is
different, and I can speak only for Rucksack Readers and the guidebooks that we publish (www.rucsacs.com).
I’ve divided my list into different stages of the process, but if you make enough mistakes when pitching, you will
never reach the later stages – at least not with that publisher. You should also read Jonathan Williams' advice note
on Getting Published: it provides the Cicerone perspective. Like all advice notes, it can be downloaded from the
OWPG website: www.bit.ly/Getting-Published

When pitching...
1

Don’t ignore the publisher's
list and submit a route that
they already cover, or that is
aimed at a different market
Experienced authors always show
that they know the publisher's
format and house style, and they
refer to existing guidebooks and to
possible competition. Many
publishers commission titles a year
or two in advance, and don't really
welcome submissions 'on spec'
anyway, though there are exceptions
to every rule.

2

3

Merely printing a book can be very
quick once it has been finalised, but
publishing has long lead times, and
effective marketing is impossible
without plenty of notice. Publishers
have lots of existing commitments
and deadlines, and many, many
stages have to happen between
submission and publication.

Once signed up...
4

Don’t phone out of the blue,
full of enthusiasm for your
latest project
The publisher may be sorting out a
production crisis, about to go into a
meeting or working on some other
book to which they are already
committed. Most publishers would
rather have submissions by email
than by post, at least in the first
instance, and most need several
weeks to consider their response.
Never post something to a publisher
that you expect to have returned. And
avoid your pet form of social media
or other messaging: email is the
preferred medium and makes
retrieval easier. Even after you are
under contract, phone calls (where
needed) should probably be largely
by mutual arrangement. Your
publisher can't do a professional job
of producing yours, let alone
marketing it, without a list that
include many other books, any of
which may be demanding attention.

Don’t expect to control when
your book will be published

Don’t show off your
knowledge to colleagues or
indulge in learned details.
Your editor will rightly be thinking
about the readers – how much they
are likely to know, and what they
need to know. Some readers may
have English as a second language, so
don't assume too much. Never
overestimate their knowledge, but
never underestimate their
intelligence. Your fellow experts
won't ever buy your book anyway, so
focus on the people who may, and
write for them.

5

Don't assume that an editor
will sort out all your
inconsistencies.
At Rucksack Readers, we ask authors
to maintain a simple name list of
places, people or features that come
up often, and spell them consistently.
That way, if an inconsistency
emerges, a global find-and-change
offers an instant fix. Authors that
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submit clean, consistent manuscripts
have fewer author queries to answer.
We appreciate perfectionism, as well
as passion!

6

iterations don’t just take longer, they
also cost more.

Don’t be late in handing over,
unless there's a really good
reason

9

Don’t try to show the
publisher how to create your
ideal layout, using your
chosen photos

Publishers know that some authors
will be late, so most of them prize
especially those authors who reliably
submit on time or early. They also
understand that sometimes life
happens: the day job sends you
abroad, the family gets ill, your
computer crashes. As author,
remember that you have become part
of a team: if you will be late,
communicate before your material is
due. Once you have negotiated a
revised date, be sure that you can
deliver. Otherwise, the slippage to
the book may get out of control. Life
happens to the rest of the team, too,
and if you miss the window of
opportunity for your book, the
publisher may have to reshuffle other
projects to keep the show on the
road. So if you submit several weeks
late, that could cost your guidebook
the spring publishing window and
see it rearranged into the following
year. Some material may already
have become dated and may need to
be researched afresh.

Publishers have their own designers
and will create their own layout. Your
role includes pointing out if
problems are caused by page breaks,
captions or misalignment of text and
image, but it does not include page
design. You may have the chance to
make suggestions about the front
cover design, but be aware that the
author has no right to insist, only to
suggest.

7

Don’t overestimate your own
importance
Some publishers will decide titles and
cover images without consulting you,
others will seek your opinion.
Ultimately the publisher is taking the
risk, and should know what works
and what the reps say about what
sells. If you wish to control every last
detail of your book, that’s fine – as
long as you self-publish!

When submitting...
8

Don’t hand over your
manuscript prematurely
If you later want changes, do not
make them and resubmit. Unless you
know for certain that the editor
hasn’t yet touched it, send only
necessary alterations, never a
resubmission. Otherwise the editor
has to repeat all that tedious work of
cleaning up your ms, bringing it into
house style and fixing your overlong
sentences or wobbly grammar. Aim
to submit the final version in the first
place.
Of course if you realise you’ve
made a factual error that has knockon effects, you shouldn’t keep quiet
about it until correction stage. But
progressing cleanly through the
stages is a good way to reduce the
number of iterations. And needless
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At the proof stage...
10

Don’t belatedly finesse your
writing style
Actually proof stage is the moment to
focus on hunting for bugs: not only
for typos, but also where left may
mean right, where “after 10 m” may
mean “after 100 m” or where a photo
has the wrong caption. If the book
has been under way for a long time, it
may also be time to look for updates
– places that have closed, websites
that are no longer live and route
changes.
If you start fiddling about with
prose style, you distract yourself, and
risk distracting your editor, from
finding the bugs that matter most.
Any proofreader can spot typos, but
only somebody who knows your
route can spot the subtler kinds of
mistake. They are your
responsibility.

Rucksack Readers is an award-winning publisher and the only specialist in
guidebooks for long-distance walkers in the UK, perhaps in the world. Jacquetta
Megarry founded it in 2000 to create guidebooks in a rucksack-friendly format.

On a positive note...
Finally, if you have a strong social
media presence, be aware that
publishers welcome authors who are
proactive about marketing.
Traditionally, marketing was seen as
a publisher's responsibility, but
nowadays it is shared with authors. If
you know of outlets where free copies
may lead to promotional mention,

then say so: it's always easier for
publishers to give away books than
money. Consider editing your email
signature so that it points to the
publisher's page about your book.
Suggest Facebook competitions and
post on Twitter, Instagram, forums
and wherever. And remember, if you
behave like a model author on your
first book, that publisher is much
more likely to welcome hearing about
other projects of yours.

EVERY CLOUD...
Terry Marsh finds a silver lining

I

n 2001, when Foot and Mouth Disease
closed our workspace, I used the time to
tidy my office. I’ve just done it again;
every cloud … etc. Among the paperwork I
unearthed were a few random snippets
that came to me courtesy of our late
President, Walt Unsworth, that members
may find interesting.
The first editor of Climber magazine
was Ron Butchart, and the first edition
came out in November 1962. Walt
Unsworth took over in January 1974, after
Ron took his own life in November 1973.
In January 1968, the title of the
magazine was changed to Climber and
Rambler, and its format changed to A4 in
January 1973. There was a partial colour
cover in February 1974, and full colour in

March 1974. The title reverted back to
Climber in April 1986. Cameron McNeish
was made editor in October 1986.
Walt Unsworth launched The Great
Outdoors in February 1978, and appointed
Roger Smith as the first editor.
The first suggestion that led to the
founding of Cicerone Press came in the
form of a letter from Walt Unsworth to
Brian Evans in July 1968. Their first books
were Guide to Winter Climbs Ben Nevis and
Glencoe (Ian Clough, March 1969);
Northern Lakes (A Halsall, 1969); Southern
Lakes (Walt Unsworth and R B Evans,
1971); Western Lakes (D G Greenup, 1972).
You just never know what lurks in that
cupboard…
www.terrymarsh.com

Meet new member... Kevin Sene

K

evin is a keen hillwalker, cyclist
and photographer who shares his
time outdoors between Scotland
and the Lake District. As a scientist
specialising in water and climate, he has
worked extensively in Europe, Africa
and Asia and has written three technical
books on this topic and a travel guide to
the history, environment and wildlife of
the Mersey Estuary; his first venture
into self-publishing. His next book will
be on one of his more unusual interests

- tidal bores - having seen most of the
twenty or so which occur in the UK, and
he has a love of aviation, having
previously flown microlight aircraft for
many years after starting in hang
gliding and paragliding. He is a Fellow of
the Royal Geographical Society and an
honorary researcher at Lancaster
University, and recently started a
general interest website on river,
estuary and coastal issues:
www.meteowriter.com.
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Book reviews Roly Smith

The England Coast Path
Stephen Neale
Bloomsbury, £18.99 (pb)

T

his is a superbly-produced
and well-researched
guidebook with one really
important difference. The majority
of the text, largely illustrated by the
author’s own excellent drone and
landscape photography, describes
1,000 ‘mini adventures’ (places to
visit, eat and stay) around the 3,000
miles of England’s Coast Path,
which is due for completion in 2021.
But it is the opening section,
titled the ‘People of the Path’,
which makes this guide a shining
exception to the general rule.
Because here Neale, employing the
interviewing skill of a real
journalist, profiles and most
importantly gives due credit to, the
folk who actually created the path.
It starts with the ‘architect’ of
the path – Southend-on-Sea’s
borough quantity surveyor, Dave
Hitchman – who apparently was the
man who first realised that the
Countryside and Rights of Way
(CRoW) Act of 2000 was fine as far
as it went – but it didn’t do
anything for Essex.
“We haven’t got any mountains
or moor in Essex,” Hitchman told
the author. “And they’ve left most
of the coast out of the CRoW Act.
Our coast is like our mountains.”
So from 2000 onward, Hitchman
and people like Ann McLaren –
dubbed ‘The Jam Jar Kid’ by the
author, Ian Wild, Alan Goffee and
6 Outdoor focus | summer 2020

Stephen Neale himself – set about
walking every inch of the Essex
coast and finding out how it could
all be joined up.
Aided by Ramblers’ campaigns
officer, American Kate Conto, and
policy and advocacy manager Tom
Fewins, and supported by
sympathetic politicians such as
David Miliband, Nick Clegg (‘Saint
Clegg of the Coast Path’) and the
blue-blooded landowner Richard
Benyon, this unlikely band of
brothers and sisters finally got the
England Coast Path into the Liberal
2015 election manifesto, and
eventually to become the world’s
longest coastal path.
I was disappointed to find in the
gazetteer of 1,000 locations that
there was only a passing mention of
the legendary Cedric Robinson’s
amazing Morecambe Bay cross-bay
walk (now led by Michael Wilson);
nothing on Derek Jarman’s
eccentric hut and garden on
Dungeness, nor anything at all on
the wonderful Isle of Man coastal
path – although the Isle of Wight
was covered in detail. But I suppose
the author couldn’t cover
everything, even in what is a pretty
comprehensive, 320-page, guide.
But best of all it’s good to see due
credit being given to the ramblers
from much-derided Essex, who
really were responsible for starting
the campaign for the ECP. The
author honestly declares his
personal interest as he is a proud
Essex man himself, as I suppose I
should too as his reviewer.

The Lake District Fells:
Patterdale
The Lake District Fells: Mardale
and the Far East
Mark Richards
Both Cicerone, £14.95 (pb)

M

ark Richards – the Lake
District’s Wainwright for
the 21st century (and AW’s
original protégé) – turns his
meticulous attention to the fells of
the eastern half of the Lakes in his
two latest offerings in Cicerone’s
welcome resurrection of his
Fellranger series.
And once again, the author sets
out with the clear intention of
offering the walker a diverse range
of routes to the summits with the
laudable ambition of taking the

pressure off some of the more
popular, well-worn paths. As in
most other busy walking areas, the
most popular routes are
increasingly being worn to death,
encouraging what has rapidly
become almost a cottage industry in
footpath restoration, by the
pitching and stone-setting of paths.
Examples in these two books
include the most popular fell of all,
Helvellyn via the old pony route
from Thirlspot, Thirlmere or from
Glenriddding via Mires or Red Tarn
Becks, and in the Mardale volume,
Wansfell Pike from Ambleside and
High Street from Mardale Head via
Rough Crag.
Alternatives suggested here
include for Helvellyn, from
Helvellyn or Mines Gills; for
Wansfell Pike, from Woundale via
the north ridge, or High Street, from
Hartsop, Kentmere or Hallow Bank.
And there’s also a rich variety of
other little-visited fells to choose
from, including Arthur’s Pike,
Loadpot Hill and Bonscale Pike
above lovely Ullswater in the
Mardale book, and Arniside Crag,
the interestingly-named Hartsop
above How, and Little Hart Crag all
of which are described in the
Patterdale volume.
Walkers can now have no excuse
for taking those footpath
motorways, because Richards’
comprehensive coverage of routes
to the 70-odd summits in these two
admirable guides give them every
opportunity to choose, to quote the

American poet Robert Frost, “the
roads less travelled.”
Illustrated throughout by
Richards’ outstanding photography,
contributions from the sales of both
guides will go towards the excellent
Fix the Fells charity.

John Phillips: Yorkshire’s
traveller through time
Colin Speakman
Gritstone Publishing, £15 (pb)

I

t’s a sad fact that although most
people may have heard of
William “Strata” Smith, the
renowned Father of English
geology, few will know of his
equally accomplished nephew and
protégé, John Phillips.
This important new book,
published by the outdoor writers’
cooperative Gritstone Publishing,
will go a long way towards
correcting that anomaly. It places
Phillips as not only a pioneering
geologist, but also as one of the
great walker-writers and
interpreters of the Yorkshire
countryside.
Not only was Phillips the first to
explain the Craven Fault and the
Yoredale Series in his beloved
Yorkshire Dales, he was also
responsible for writing what
Speakman describes as “arguably
one of the best books ever written
about the landscape of Yorkshire”
in his Rivers, Mountains and SeaCoast of Yorkshire (1853). (One
thing that Phillips did get wrong in
that magnificent tour-de-force was

the assumption that the stream
which issues from the foot of
Malham Cove was the River Aire –
we now know this not to be the
case).
This comprehensive, wellresearched and illustrated
biography of Phillips traces his life
from being a penniless Wiltshireborn teenager with no formal
education to becoming Professor of
Geology at Oxford University,
founder and first keeper of the
wonderful Oxford Museum of
Natural History, and founder of the
British Association for the
Advancement of Science (today the
British Science Association). And it
was Phillips who first came up with
the classification of some of the
earliest stages of life on Planet
Earth, naming the periods as
Palaeozoic, Mesozoic and Cainozoic
– terms which are still in use
throughout the world today.
But a major emphasis in
Speakman’s excellent book is to
restore Phillips’s reputation as an
important topographer, artist and
guidebook author to his adopted
home of the broad acres of
Yorkshire. Encouraged by the rapid
growth of railways bringing everincreasing numbers of tourists to
the county, Phillips emerges as a
pioneering interpreter of the
landscape, providing well-written
and scientifically-sound guidebooks
for their interest and education.
Of course Speakman himself is a
distinguished member of that band
of teachers and guidebook authors
which has followed in the footsteps
of Phillips in interpreting the moors
and dales of Yorkshire to the visitor.
Fittingly he pays his own tribute by
stating: “In those many wild and
beautiful places which he has
described, John Phillips has been a
constant, if mostly unseen,
presence.”

Skye’s Cuillin Ridge Traverse
Adrian Trendall
Cicerone, £19.95 (pb)

A

pparently, according to this
new guide which includes a
detailed topo booklet and 10
classic scrambles, only 10 per cent
of those who start the epic traverse
of the Cuillin Ridge on their first
attempt manage to finish it.
To be fair, the guide also

describes the route as “one of the
greatest outdoor challenges in the
UK”, and it remains a serious
undertaking, covering 12km of
continuous, high-grade, knife-edge
scrambling, and the topping of no
less than 11 Monros.
The first traverse of the ridge
was made by Leslie Shadbolt and
Alastair McLaren in 1911, in the still
highly respectable time of 12 hours
and 18 minutes. The Skye ridge
remains the ambition of every
serious scrambler and lover of what
the author claims to be the
Tolkienesque landscape of the Black
Cuillin.
Skye mountain guide Adrian
Trendall lives at the foot of the
Cuillin and turns out to be the
perfect guide to what no less an
authority than the British
Mountaineering Council has called
“the Holy Grail of British
scrambling.” He describes the
almost constant sense of exposure
as one of the most serious problems
the scrambler faces, to which he
adds the technical climbing
difficulties of such places as the
Inaccessible Pinnacle (the infamous
In Pinn) and the Thearlaich Dubh
(the T-D) Gap.
Detailed, large-scale Harvey
mapping is included, plus helpful
tips on gear, navigation (including
the sage warning that neither the
compass nor GPS can be completely
relied upon in the Cuillin), geology
and the gloriously unpredictable
Skye weather.
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Twenty Years on Europe’s
Paddy Dillon is the man to take on the challenge...

The GR20, running through the mountainous
heart of Corsica, has a fearsome reputation. I
first heard about it in the 1980s, when people
would tell me they were going to tackle it, only to
give up on the first day when heat, thirst and
exhaustion took its toll. I made a mental note not
to go there.
Alan Castle wrote the Cicerone guidebook to
the trail, which was published in 1987. I met Alan
and his wife Beryl in 1998, while I was working
on a guidebook covering the Channel Islands.
They regaled me with globe-trotting tales.
They’d been everywhere and done everything,
but of all the trails they’d trekked, there was one
they weren’t planning to revisit – the GR20. Too
scary, they told me, and at one point they almost
fell to their deaths. I made a mental note not to
go there.
In 1999 I was asked to take a group for some
easy walks in Corsica, so I bought a flight ticket
and looked for information about walks that
didn’t involve the GR20. So far so good, then the
organisers suddenly said they didn’t want to go
to Corsica, but wanted to go to Andalucia instead.
They said not to worry about my flight, as they’d
refund the money and I could throw away the
ticket. That seemed an awful waste and I thought
I might as well make use of it and go to Corsica
anyway.
I was expecting some proof-reading from
Cicerone, so I phoned to alert them of my plans.
The conversation went something like this…
‘Hold the proofs as I’m going to Corsica for a
couple of weeks.’
‘Oh, are you going on the GR20?’
‘No, it’ll be the end of November and it’ll be
covered in snow and ice.’
‘That’s a pity. We need someone to write a
guidebook to the route.’
‘Ah,’ I said, ‘I remember Alan Castle telling me
he’d never go back there.’
‘Well, we did have someone over there recently,’ I
was told, ‘Connie Roos.’
It turned out that she’d been struck dead by
lightning on the trail, only three days short of
completing it, and by the time her body was
repatriated there were no notes, maps or
pictures, so someone was going to have to start
from scratch.
In those days, I always found it very hard to
say ‘no’ to my editors and publishers, but on this
8 Outdoor focus | summer 2020
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The Bergeries de Vaccaghja never used to offer the luxury of chairs!

Toughest Trail
occasion I wasn’t quite ready to say ‘yes’ either. I
agreed that I’d try my level best to access parts
of the GR20, and if I felt up to trekking Europe’s
toughest trail the following summer, then I’d do
it. I’ll draw a veil over my first tentative
approaches to the GR20, but ever since
November 1999 I’ve maintained that no-one
should go anywhere near it in winter. Seriously,
stay away!
The year 2000 saw my first trek along the
GR20, mostly with my heart jammed in my
throat, terrified of what I might find around
every corner. It was a tougher trek in those days,
because several days had to be covered between
places selling even the most basic foodstuffs. I
carried far too much and I took things I didn’t
need, but I pass on my experience to others and
told them exactly what they needed to know.
I spent a month on the trail, checking the
main route as well as variants, ascents of nearby
mountains and links with
nearby villages. I did all my
writing on a Psion
palmtop, while all my
photos were 35mm
transparencies. I carried a
stack of French IGN maps
and it was almost
impossible to untangle
tightly-packed contours
from the black hatching
that denoted cliffs. My
hand-drawn maps of the
trail were grossly over-simplified. The first
edition of my guidebook was black and white
with a few colour plates. Sales were good, the
guidebook was reprinted, but Cicerone was on a
mission to improve things.
In 2005 I was back on the trail to produce a
new full-colour edition. I carried a digital camera
and I’d been promised improved computerdrawn mapping. Trekking the GR20 a second
time was a remarkably different experience. For
a start I knew what was round every corner, so
there were no hidden terrors. Food was now
available every day. I knew exactly what I needed
to carry, so everything fitted into a day sack,
even though I was there for a month. I met
Cameron McNeish and Chris Townsend on the
trail. Sales of the new edition were good and
there were a couple of reprints.
Roll the calendar forward another five years
or so, and readers started contacting me about

problems on the southern part of the GR20.
There was a route change, but every time
someone told me about it they told me a
different story. It seemed that they were all being
sent along a new route, then when they realised,
they tried to switch back to the route in my book,
which naturally led to confusion. New refuges
had been opened and someone took a chainsaw
to a footbridge in order to ‘encourage’ trekkers
in a direction that would result in them spending
more money!
If you want a job done properly, you do it
yourself, so in 2013 I revisited the southern part
of the GR20. Part of the main route had indeed
been ‘closed’ though confusingly it remained
‘open’, while a new main route had been
established, along with new refuges. The
guidebook was updated and presented as a third
edition and I honestly thought that the trail
would remain stable for several years. How
wrong I was!
There was a tremendous
storm in June 2015, the
likes of which had never
been seen. Trekkers were
warned not to go onto the
GR20, but several
disregarded the advice and
headed for the notorious
Cirque de la Solitude.
Torrential rain fell onto a
large patch of old snow
that was resting on a slope
of rubble. Everything slid down in an instant,
killing seven trekkers and injuring dozens more.
It was a disaster, and if you didn’t hear about it
on the news, that’s because no British trekkers
were killed, and that’s a shameful reflection on
British reporting standards.
Cicerone author Hilary Sharp was in Corsica
during the storm. She passed a message to the
office and they relayed it to me. For the next few
weeks I was glued to the ‘Corse Matin’ news
website. The Cirque de la Solitude was closed and
it was forbidden by law for anyone to enter it.
Buses were laid on to keep trekkers moving while
bodies were dug from the rubble. There was talk
about a new route being established. With my
knowledge of the area I thought they wouldn’t be
able to do that without crossing the shoulder of
the highest mountain in Corsica – Monte Cinto.
Some weeks later, the trail was indeed taken over
the shoulder of Monte Cinto.

Cicerone were planning
a reprint of my
guidebook so I packed
my things and went to
check the new route
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Guidebook
The GR20 Corsica: The High Level Route by
Paddy Dillon

Bonus Feature
View Michal Janos’ award-winning movie
Hiking Miracles – GR20 on YouTube:
www.bit.ly/hikingmiraclesGR20

The charming Pozzi can be visited on a variant route

Cicerone were planning a reprint of my guidebook
so I packed my things and went to check the new
route, along with other minor changes that had been
brought to my attention. On this occasion I took a
tablet that doubled as a word processor, with the
ability to record GPX tracks. I loaded it with mapping
and a PDF of my guidebook.
I checked everything in September 2015, keen to
hear what trekkers thought of the newly-established
stage.
‘It almost broke me,’ said one young and fit
Englishman, which worried me.
To cut a long and very hard walk short, I survived
but I was utterly spent. The fourth edition of my
guidebook was the ONLY guidebook to contain the
new route for the next couple of years. Cicerone
offered the new stage as a free download for
everyone, whether they’d bought the guidebook or
not. Reprints were coming every year and at this point

the guidebook had earned me more than I paid for my
house.
2019 saw me back on the GR20 yet again, to check
everything again from start to finish. The trail holds
no terrors for me at this stage, but after 20 years it’s
definitely getting to be hard work. I got recognised on
a daily basis and had to pose for pictures and sign
copies of my guidebook from start to finish. The
entire book is being brought fully up to date in 2020,
coronavirus permitting, and there will be an
additional booklet of much improved French IGN
mapping of the trail.
As this is Europe’s toughest trail, I guess it will be
the first project where one day I’m going to have to
say ‘no… no more… I’m done!’ I hope someone else is
up for the challenge, willing to suffer blood, sweat
and tears over many years. The rewards are worth the
effort, but I should end with a warning – every year
on the GR20, someone is seriously injured, vanishes
without trace, or dies – so watch your step.
Don’t slip while descending on bare granite from Monte Alcudina
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WEBSITE INSIGHTS
The Guild’s elegant new website offers useful guidance for outdoor writers in these
challenging times. David Foster looks around, and discovers that it’s now much easier to
log in and update your profile.
Life as we knew it changed
profoundly with the coronavirus
lockdown. Those of us whose
incomes depend on freedom to travel
and explore the outdoors face
particular challenges that seem set to
last for the foreseeable future.
That’s prompted lively discussion
on the Guild’s all-new forum, where I
spotted a helpful link to official police
lockdown guidance. Check it out - like
me, you might be pleasantly surprised.
But here’s the thing. Until now, I rarely
accessed the forum, discouraged by its
dysfunctional architecture and
uncertain login.
Launched in April, our new website
has changed all that. Custom built in
WordPress by the Guild’s web manager
Chiz Dakin, there’s now a single login
for the forum, profiles and membership
areas, with no confusing multiple
passwords. ‘The new forum was
prioritised to let members chat during
early lockdown’ says Chiz, ‘but you can
still view posts from the old forum as a
read-only archive.’
As you’d expect, there are other
changes too. First up, you’ll notice a
cleaner, more intuitive home page.
When you login, a “quick choices” page
takes you to the most popular areas,
including the Guild’s extensive range of
advice notes and a fast-track link to
edit your own member’s profile.
This area was once fraught with
difficulty and, understandably, many
profiles are incomplete or seriously out
of date. Mine was one of them. But I
quickly learnt that the job is now
child’s play - and, says Chiz, ‘an
updated set of profiles will give our new
site maximum impact with
commissioning editors and potential
members. If you’ve not refreshed yours
lately, then please, do it now!’
As well as free-form text areas, a
smart new profile header combines
your own mugshot and cover images to
really set off your personal shop
window. With tools to crop and re-size
your photos to the optimal size and
shape, the upload editor makes this job
a breeze. ‘Whilst sorting your profile,’
says Chiz, ‘you’ll notice a new email
check box. If your email was displayed
on your profile on the old site I’ve
ticked this for you, but otherwise,
you’ll need to tick it yourself. That’s
especially important for new members,
whose address will be hidden by default
(to comply with GDPR) until this is

ticked’. Finally, she adds, ‘please tell
the Membership Secretary if you’ve
changed your address…’
These are the finishing touches to a
major project that moves the Guild’s
website into the new decade. How long
has it all taken? ‘A lot longer than
anticipated!’ says Chiz, who assessed
the options last year, as annual
maintenance of the old site soared to
over £1,100. ‘Now’, she says, ‘I
understand why we were quoted £10k plus crippling maintenance costs - for
rebuilding the old system’. At a time
when website prices have rocketed
generally, her “spare-time” work has
delivered the site for less than £500 and ongoing costs will also be reduced.
Meanwhile, back on the forum, the
discussion moves on to the
Chancellor’s help for the
self employed. Whether or
not you qualify, one
thing is certain - by the
time you read this,
everything will have
changed again.
Chiz, happy to have finished the website...

Need to know
■

To login, your username is in
the format firstnamelastname

■

Reset your password on first
login, using the quick link at the
foot of the login page

■

Include numbers and symbols
in a strong password of at least
10 characters

■

Password reset emails may take
up to 15mins to arrive

■

The new site uses a single email
for login and profiles. But if
your email is hidden on your
profile, you may need to ask
Chiz to update it

■

'Mugshot' images must be at
least 192 pixels on all sides

■

Be creative when updating the
biography from your old profile
- the free-form text area
supports html, or use shiftreturn for narrow line spacing
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Grasp the Moment

Tony Howard faces several challenges in Jordan...

trance ca
Di in the en

i Taylor and I booked our flights to
Jordan back in early January not long
after the Coronavirus first began to
spread in China late 2019. It’ll be OK we
thought. Soon after, it was reported that
the virus was rapidly spreading but Jordan
is far from China and by late February we
were in Wadi Rum. Jordan was virus free
and anyway, our plans were taking us deep
into the desert, beyond the fringes of Rum
and ‘far from the madding crowds’, close to
the border with Saudi Arabia.
Sabbah Eid, one of our Bedouin friends
from the Zalabieh tribe in Rum village,
drove us south and west across what was
new country for us. With skills that would
be the envy of any off-road driver he
casually summited a high top along it’s
narrow ridge, obviously enjoying our
nervousness at the steep drop-offs on
either side. Further west, dark, ragged,
granite hills tumbled towards the Gulf of
Aqaba hiding the route taken by the last
days of what had become the award
winning Jordan Trail which we had scouted
with Jordanian friends four years ago. On
the southern horizon a view of the dark two
hundred metre cliffs of Jebel Maghrar
brought back memories of a climb we did in
1986 aptly named Desert Rats in the Shade.
To the south east, Jordan’s highest top,
Jebel um Adaami, 1843m, rose prominently
above the far edge of the remote desert
valley of Wadi Saabit. Defallah Atieq,
another Bedouin from Rum, had drawn our
attention to it back in 1992. He had been
helping an Italian archaeologist, Professor
Borzatti, to identify sites of potential
interest and, whilst studying the map, he

D
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Jordan’s highest
top, Jebel um
Adaami, 1843m,
rose prominently
above the far
edge of the
remote desert
valley of Wadi
Saabit
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l um Adaam

noticed the summit had more contours
than Jebel Rum which, at 1754m was
believed to be Jordan’s highest top. Actually
it had been until 1965 when Jordan and
Saudi Arabia concluded an agreement that
realigned the boundary to give Jordan more
coastal access. In so doing, Jordan not only
gained 19 kilometers of land on the Gulf of
Aqaba but also 6,000 square kilometers of
territory in the interior, including Jebel um
Adaami. Defallah had driven us and his
brother Sabbah Atieq to the foot of it’s east
face and we climbed it together, an
enjoyable, initially complex route winding
through cliffs leading to a breezy ridge
scramble and superb summit views. There
was no high point marked on Defallah’s
1975 French map but its highest 20m
contour line was at 1820m, so we guessed it
must be around 1830m and listed it as such
in the 1994 update of my Rum guidebook there was no GPS in those days.
But I digress. This time we were on a
quest for an alternative route to its summit
and our friend Sabbah Eid knew one, but
first he drove us west across desert
mountains to the remote village of Titin.
Originally in Saudi Arabia, Titin is now in
Jordan following the 1965 border changes,
so its residents, Bedouin of the Huweitat
tribe, now had dual citizenship, able to
travel freely in both countries. Tea and talk
was, of course, de rigeuer but with time
passing we were eager to go and alarmed to
find Sabbah’s Toyota Landcruiser had a flat
tyre. With no spare, and no garage, it could
have been a major problem, but undeterred,
they took the wheel off, then removed the
steel tyre rim with pick axes and a crow bar
and fixed the puncture. In fifteen minutes
they had it back on and we were on the
move.

i

Twenty kilometres later, arriving at the
foot of the north side of Um Adaami,
Sabbah pointed to a gash in the cliffs and
said to me, “You say you can find your way
up Bedouin routes. I have been up that
canyon. It’s one and a half hours. I’ll take
the car round to the other route and go up
to meet you on top”. Having said that, he
drove off. An interesting challenge! And
we weren’t sure if he meant an hour
and a half to the top, or to the upper
end of the canyon. If the latter, how
far from there was it to the top? And
it was already almost midday, would
we make it before dark?
We soon reached the first
expected impasse but passed it
easily up bulging slabs on the right.
Then came another which was less
obviously circumvented up cracks
a short way back on the left. Then
on and up, twisting through
increasingly wild scenery until
forced up right again. Beyond,
we had a choice, scramble back
down left to the temptingly flat
sandy canyon bed which
continued to another bend,
but then what? Or stay up
where a small cairn seemed to
indicate a route along the
canyon side. We chose the latter and
managed to scramble along and up without
too much difficulty though wondering

Amman

Jebel um Adaami

about our choice of route with steeper cliffs
ahead whilst the easy sandy canyon still
continued temptingly below. But we made
it out into a high and delightful mountain
amphitheatre. Two hours had passed so we
had exceeded Sabbah’s hour and a
half and we were still far below
the summit. Sabbah was already
sitting nonchalantly on a rock
half way up the long steep
hillside above us. He had been
to the top and come down to
see if we had found the way.
We could have followed the
canyon, he said, and joined the
original route to the top. Now,
instead, we followed him up right to reach
the summit by it’s south ridge. And what a
wild and rocky ridge it is, climbing and
descending two minor tops above a steep
400 metre drop down a chaos of decaying
cliffs, boulders and ravines on the east face
before reaching the main summit, now
proudly topped by a Jordanian flag frayed
by the wind. The GPS read 1843m.
To the north all the peaks of Rum were
spread out before us with the profiles of
Jebel Rum and Jebel um Ishrin easily
identified on the horizon whilst far to the
south in the heat haze of Saudi Arabia, the
2,580m high pyramidal peak of Jabal alLawz was also visible. But time was
passing. Having quenched our thirst, we
descended by our 1992 route. There had
been no path there then, though like
today’s summit climb it had been a joy, as
Nogra Canyon

on the normal

route to Jebe

l um Adaami

Sabbah Eid w
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always, to be on new terrain. But what a
difference 28 years makes. Being Jordan’s
highest top and reached directly from Rum
village by a delightful desert drive past
remote sandstone domes and down
through the superb desert canyon of Nogra,
the ascent of Um Adaami had become a
popular day out. As a consequence, where
we had scrambled all those years ago up a
hillside dotted with flowering plants and
heather-like bushes, all had been eroded
away to a broad expanse of scree. Down in
it’s lower reaches where we had found a
way through cliffs, a confusion of cairns
now indicated what seemed like various
possibilities. Obviously many people had
enjoyed it, and it has undoubtedly benefited
the Bedouin economy, but it hadn’t been
good for the mountain.
A few days later, after a couple of climbs
and being guests at the wedding of one of
Defallah’s nephews, we decided to catch
the local bus over to Petra to visit other
friends. Having packed that night, we woke
up to hear the news that some international
airlines including one to Aqaba were
closing down due to the virus. Wondering if
we were going to be trapped in Jordan, a
swift change of plan took us to Amman. By
the time we arrived, there had been an
announcement that there were now some
cases of the virus in Amman and all flights
from Jordan would stop in two days. Like
others, the following morning we were at
the office of Turkish Air when it opened.
‘Leave your phone number on this list and
we will contact you’, the receptionist said.
Unconvinced we also contacted the British
Embassy who simply advised us to do what
we had already done. By 3.00pm and with
only one day left to leave the country we

...with only one
day left to leave
the country we
had heard
nothing so we
went back to
Turkish Air. It
was bedlam.

f

ith Di on the
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had heard nothing so we went back to
Turkish Air. It was bedlam. The guy behind
the desk was doing his best, remaining
unruffled and polite, despite being
bombarded by angry questions and
demands from a room full of people. It was
bedlam.
‘Calm down’, I said. ‘One at a time. He’s
trying to help.’
Looking over to me, he asked, ‘Where do
you want to go to?’. Surprised, I said,
‘Manchester, England’.
‘See what you can do for this couple’, he
said to the girl at the desk. Two minutes
later we had our tickets for 2.00.am the
following morning, the last day of flights
out.
‘Be at check-in for 10.00 tonight’, he
said. We were, and by 10.00 the following
morning we were in Manchester, three
weeks early but not complaining. It had
been a good trip, unexpectedly short, but
we had met old friends and been in a
mountain area new to us as well as
climbing a previously unknown Bedouin
way to Jordan’s highest summit, so no
complaints.

Footnote As I completed this story
four days after arriving home a
message came in from Jordan,
‘Citizens will be officially banned
from moving in all regions of the
Kingdom, from 7:00 am tomorrow,
until further notice’. Next day nearly
400 people were arrested for violating
the curfew which meant people
leaving their homes even to purchase
food were punishable with up to one
year in jail. Lucky we got out!
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the man with the world’s best job

Kev Reynolds discovers that appearances can be deceptive

A

s the years pass by there comes a time when you
look in the mirror and see one of your
grandparents staring back. It’s a scary moment,
I can tell you. I only knew one of my grandfathers, a
miserable old devil with a big square face who smelled
of eggs and died when he reached 81. Now I don’t have
a square face, or smell of eggs, and hope I’m not a
grumpy old devil like he was, but there’s a facial
similarity between us I find quite disturbing. Of course
the old boy wasn’t always old. He’d have been young
once, for a sepia-tinted print shows a lad in short
trousers with grazed knees and a cheeky grin on his
face. He’d have laughed and cried, created mischief,
gone a-courting and led a completely different life
from that of the old man I remember.
The ageing process can be cruel, so it’s unfair to
define someone by the way they look when their
vitality’s gone. Appearances are not always what they
seem.

any of the group had ever endured. But they were all
seasoned travellers who, at the end of each day, would
chatter with relief like a jungle full of monkeys. All,
that is, except Gwen. In her mid-to-late seventies, she
was by far the oldest of the group, a quiet
grandmotherly figure whose white hair was gathered
in a loose bun with unruly wisps sticking out to dance
in every stray breeze. I feared she might be out of her
depth, for she rarely offered conversation but would
answer a direct question with a slow and considered
response. What she thought of the journey was hard to
say. On the roughest sections when bodies were shaken
and nerves tested, she’d gaze out the dust-coated
window with an enigmatic smile as her fellow
passengers squealed and gasped with excitement or
fear. Only Gwen remained silent.
When we stopped to take in the vast expanse of the
plateau stretching away from the Lachulang La, she
stood alone among the prayer flags, as if she were
meditating. Bleak, barren and windswept, it was
the perfect place for meditation, and I too found
myself away from the group to dream of
trekking there in search of its lost horizons. It
was then that Gwen and I found ourselves
separated from the others by a solitary goatherd who
appeared from nowhere with hundreds of twistedhorned animals and, looking neither to right nor left as
if we didn’t exist, marched on until they were
swallowed by the distance. I caught Gwen’s eye. She
smiled, as did I. Words were unnecessary.
Late one afternoon we stopped at a fixed camp of a
dozen white tents, each one containing two camp beds,
a length of faded carpet and, behind a canvas curtain, a
portable shower and a pump-flush toilet. I thought of
Kipling and days of the Raj.

What she thought of the journey was
hard to say...
I thought of that not so long ago when leading a
cultural trip to Ladakh - that high-altitude desert
wedged between Himalaya and Karakoram; a land of
raw beauty made divinely serene by the old Buddhist
monasteries that hang against crags above the Indus
river. I’ve loved each visit; loved what appears to be a
lost world innocence where snow peaks rim every
horizon, and oases-like villages cluster among groves
of apricot trees, the ripe fruit in July falling around you
when you sit in their shade and watch the sun go down.
The journey to Ladakh was always exciting. Rather
than fly to Leh from Delhi, we’d make a threeday, heart-in-mouth drive across one Himalayan
range after another on roads that had yet to be
surfaced. One time the monsoon was slow to clear,
and the so-called route over the 3978m Rhotang
La had been washed away; the rest was a quagmire. But
our driver was undaunted. Despite being warned of
dangerous conditions before leaving Manali, this
suicidal maniac somehow manoeuvred our vehicle to
the summit of the pass by making crab-like progress
through the worst places, and then raced down the
hairpins into the dry valleys of Lahoul where we
camped for the night in the grounds of a half-built
gompa.
Most of the group with me had found it a nail-biting
experience. White-knuckled and sweating, they made
nervous jokes as we were tossed this way and that by
the madman in the driver’s seat who gave no thought
to our well-being.
That first day set the tone for what would prove to be
the wildest, scariest and most uncomfortable journey

‘This is beautiful,’ she said, ‘I’ve
wanted to come here for years...’
Tiny edelweiss were scatted across a bordering
hillside where Himalayan marmots scurried to and fro,
and as I came down from the hill I saw Gwen hobbling
across the valley all alone and stiff from arthritis. All
other group members were lying down, nursing
headaches from the altitude. Not Gwen; this shy
granny-like woman had gone walkabout. As she’d
seemed somehow distant at times and lost in a world of
her own, I thought I’d better keep her in sight.
She must have sensed my approach, for she stopped
on the lip of a wind-scoured river canyon and carefully
lowered herself onto a rock to wait for me. ‘You know,’
she said, ‘I really don’t need mothering, but I
appreciate your concern.’
‘Sorry, I didn’t mean to invade your space.’ So we sat
a little apart and listened to our own thoughts until it
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Wordsmith contd.

was Gwen who eventually broke the silence. ‘This is
beautiful,’ she said, ‘I’ve wanted to come here for
years. When I gave up climbing I planned to make a
long solo trek across these mountains.’
‘You were a climber?’ She looked anything but a
climber. I could imagine her serving teas for the WI,
arranging the flowers in church or knitting socks for
the homeless. But a climber? Not Gwen.
‘Yes. Greenland was my specialty - and Baffin
Island. It was the emptiness. And the big granite walls

where few had climbed before. Long summer months
I’d spend there; half the time storm-bound in a tent or
a bivvy bag…’ Her words gave way to the sound of the
wind funnelling through the gorge. ‘Arthritis stopped
all that,’ she offered. ‘So I took up sailing. Twice I
crewed a yacht from South Georgia to the Antarctic.
Didn’t get seasick once.’
She chuckled then with her memories. And I looked
at the woman beside me, and saw her as she once was.
WWW.KEVREYNOLDS.CO.UK

Eulogy for Joe Brown CBE (1930-2020)

John Cleare looks back on the life of a legendary climber

Joe Brown – Craig Gogarth (January 1967)

He’s like a Human Spider
Climbing up the wall
Suction, Faith and Friction
And nothing else at all.
But the secret of his success
Is his most amazing knack
Of hanging from a hand-jam
In an overhanging crack.
Thus wrote our mutual
friend Tom Patey. Tom was
killed in 1970, the very year
that Joe reached 40, and his
complete Ballad of Joe Brown – this
is just one of many verses – is a poetic
history of Joe’s first forty years. It is well worth
reading. Or singing. Another 50 years were to come.
But Joe was already ‘The Master’, acknowledged as
one of the World’s leading climbers, and well known
to Fleet Street, the BBC and the general public. Indeed,
a letter once reached him in Llanberis addressed
merely to The Human Fly, Llanberis.
He first laid hand upon a crag
In the year of forty-nine.
He’d nowt but pluck, beginners’ luck
And his mother’s washing line.
He scaled the gritstone classics
With unprecedented skill –
His fame soon reached the Gwryd,
Likewise the Dungeon Ghyll.
Indeed it did. In the early ‘50s Joe, often with ropemate Don Whillans swept through Derbyshire and
Snowdonia putting up dozens of routes of a new high
standard, many remaining unrepeated for a
considerable time. Above Chamonix in 1954, Joe and
Don made the third ascent of the formidable Dru
West Face, bivouacking only in pacamacs
and knocking three days off the previous
time, subsequently putting up the
Voie Britanique on the Blaitière, for
some years considered the hardest
rock climb in the Alps. The
Alpine Club took notice and Joe
was invited to join Evans’ 1955
Kangchenjunga expedition on
which with Everest ’53 veteran
partner George Band, he made
the first ascent of the World’s
third highest peak.
Two years later with Tom
Patey he bagged the virgin
Muztagh Tower, the most
serious Karakoram climb to
date, and in ’62, with John
Hunt’s party, he climbed Mount
Kommunism in the Soviet Pamirs.
A Manchester plumber made good,
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Joe was famous, the media loved him, and whenever a
climber was wanted - to reach the inaccessible cave at
Petra for instance Young Joe Brown,
He hurried down
To answer to the call
Chris Brasher, later an OWG member, when sports
editor of the Observer had written a classic sporting
personality interview with Joe back in the ‘50s, and
was instrumental in introducing him to BBC TV. Joe’s
smooth, unflustered movement and his ability to be
climbing the right move at the right moment, his
repartee and wicked sense of humour, especially when
teamed with such an ebullient character as his
frequent rope-mate McNaught-Davis, made Joe an
obvious performer for live television. The BBC’s first
effort on Clogwyn Du’r Arddu in thick mist had been
disappointing, better weather was more likely on a sea
cliff, thus a live outside broadcast in 1966 from Craig
Gogarth with Joe leading Red Wall proved a great
success. Following the legendary two day broadcast
the following year from the intimidating Old Man of
Hoy, Joe was known to every TV viewer, and when
colour TV arrived in 1970, the spectacular live
broadcast of Spiders Web, again on Gogarth, assured.
his public fame. Nevertheless Joe remained himself,
unassuming, approachable, never courting publicity
and always fun to work and climb with.
Some say Joe Brown
Is sinking down
To mediocracy….
Far from it. Although by the ‘90s Joe had taken up fly
fishing and gradually faded from the public eye, he
remained The Master, still hard as nails, the most
significant climber Britain has ever produced.
Though more relaxed, he’d continued
enjoying hard climbs at home and small,
low key expeditions to such objectives
as the Nose of Roraima, a 17 day
epic on Guyana’s legendary ‘Lost
World’, and the Karakoram’s
Trango Tower. He’d worked on
several feature films and with
close chums such as Hamish
MacInnes and the American
climber Yvon Chouinard he’d
nosed around East Nepal yetihunting and ‘prospecting’.
Meanwhile younger
generations of gifted climbers
entered the lists and even
harder routes were climbed. But
to this day none have displayed
the class, the style or the staying
power of Long Gone Hand-jam Joe.
We shall not see his likes again.
Joe Brown prospecting near Spiders Web Arch on the huge
cliffs of Craig Gogarth near Holyhead, cliffs which he was
instrumental in exploring (April 1970).

